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QUESTION 1

What kind of insight is "What Is The Difference"? 

A. Descriptive 

B. Diagnostic 

C. Predictive 

D. Prescriptive 

E. Selective 

Correct Answer: B 

https://trailhead.salesforce.com/content/learn/modules/understand_einstein_discovery_stories/understandwhat-is-the-
difference-insights 

 

QUESTION 2

Timeout for ETL jobs that have been scheduled but not executed 

A. 5 minutes 

B. 15 minutes 

C. 20 minutes 

D. 10 minutes 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

A consultant built a very useful Einstein Analytics app for Sales Operations, and they want to share its contents with the
rest of Global Sales. However, they do not want to add everyone in Sales to their app. The consultant recommends
extending the Sales Operations app and distributing it as an Einstein 

Analytics template app, but needs to locate specific information to get started. 

Given the code statement above, which endpoint should it be posted to? 

A. /services/data/v##.#/wave/apps 
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B. /services/data/v##.#/analytics/wizard 

C. /services/data/v##.#/analytics/projects 

D. /services/data/v##.#/wave/templates 

Correct Answer: D 

https://developer.salesforce.com/docs/atlas.en-us.bi_dev_guide_rest.meta/bi_dev_guide_rest/
bi_resources_templates.htm 

 

QUESTION 4

Which three things can be done with the Einstein Analytics Dashboard Inspector? Choose 3 answers 

A. Automatically remove bottlenecks to make queries run faster. 

B. Get a list of recommendations on how to improve the performance of the dashboard. 

C. View all queries and the time it took to run each one. 

D. View the total time required to run all queries. 

E. See the final query for each step along with query results. 

Correct Answer: BCE 

 

QUESTION 5

Einstein Discovery gives you several different kinds of recommended insights. Which of these insights is descriptive? 

A. What Happened 

B. Why It Happened 

C. Predictions and Improvements 

D. What Is the Difference 

Correct Answer: A 

https://trailhead.salesforce.com/en/content/learn/modules/understand_einstein_discovery_stories/ use_stories 

 

QUESTION 6

A data architect wants to use a dataflow transformation to implement row-level security that is based on role hierarchy in
Salesforce. Which transformation should be used to level the dataset hierarchy\\' 

A. digest transformation 

B. flatten transformation 
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C. delta transformation 

D. sfdcDigest transformation 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

Max story creations per org per day: 

A. 40 per org 

B. 40 per org per clay 

C. 20 per org 

D. 100 per org per clay 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

Mosaic recently hired a new development coordinator, Zoe. First, Danielle grants Zoe the Einstein Analytics Platform
license, but Zoe reports that she still can\\'t access Einstein Analytics. What could be the problem? 

A. An admin hasn\\'t run a dataflow. 

B. Danielle still needs to grant Zoe a permission set containing the Manage Analytics permission. 

C. Danielle didn\\'t share the Mosaic app with Zoe in Einstein Analytics. 

D. Danielle still needs to grant Zoe a permission set containing the Use Analytics permission. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

Why would you use a merge key in a dataset recipe? 

A. To find out what the merge icons represent in a dataset 

B. To schedule when a dataset recipe runs 

C. To join related data from different sources 

D. To deal with duplicate records 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 10

How do you analyze data from a CSV file using Einstein Discovery? 

A. Import the CSV file into Einstein Discovery. 

B. Import the CSV file into the most similar Salesforce object, then run reports on that object. 

C. You can\\'t import data from a CSV file 

D. Import the CSV file into an Einstein Analytics dataset, then create a story. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 11

An insurance company has many Einstein Analytics dashboards that show the influence of weather, such as
atmospheric temperature, on customer cases. A service agent commented that it is sometimes difficult to determine, by
looking at a dashboard, whether the temperature data is reported in degrees Fahrenheit or in degrees Celsius. 

How can a dashboard designer ensure the temperature data is easier to interpret on the dashboards? 

A. Add a text widget to the dashboard to indicate Fahrenheit or Celsius. 

B. Use the XMD node in the dataflow to customize the number format of the field. 

C. Customize the number format in the number widget properties of the dashboard. 

D. In Explorer, go to the Fields menu and then customize the number format of the measure. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

Which set of statements generates monthly amount on a cumulative basis annually? 
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A. Option A 

B. Option B 

C. Option C 

D. Option D 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 13

An Einstein Analytics team wants to create a dashboard using two standard Salesforce objects. The dashboard should
display data from the Case object, along with related data from the Account object. Which two processes can achieve
this? 

A. Extract data from the case and account objects using "sfdcDigest" transformation, Q use "append" transformation to
add case data with account data, store as a dataset, and then build a dashboard using the generated dataset 

B. Extract data from the case and account objects using an ETL tool, use the ETL tool to y/ Q join account and case
data, and then upload the data to Einstein Analytics. Build a dashboard using the ETL generated dataset 

C. Extract data from the case and account objects using "sfdcDigest" transformation, y/ Q use "augment" transformation
to add case data with account data, store as a dataset, and then build a dashboard using the generated dataset 

D. Extract data from the case and account objects using "dataloader", create a CSV file Q with account and case data,
and then upload the CSV as a dataset to Einstein Analytics. Build a dashboard using that dataset 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 14
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The Vice President of Sales wants to create a "Pipeline Trending" dashboard in Einstein Analytics that displays specific
colors depending on the values of the fields. 

Which two techniques can a consultant use to help address this requirement? Choose 2 answers 

A. Use an XMD file and assign colors to each field value. 

B. Use SAQL queries to calculate a color field and assign it to each field value. 

C. Use a compute Expression to calculate a color field and assign it to each field value. 

D. Use the "fields" menu when exploring the dataset and assign colors to each field value. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 15

The Universal Containers company uses a Microsoft Azure SQL Data Warehouse to gather information about sales
representatives\\' objectives. They want to use Einstein Analytics to gain insights from this data; therefore, they need to
automatically load the warehouse\\'s data into an Einstein Analytics dataset on a daily basis. The data also needs to be
transformed and merged with data from the company\\'s org. 

Which three Einstein Analytics user interface features can be used to complete these requirements? Choose 3 answers 

A. Dataflow 

B. Microsoft Azure SQL Data Warehouse Connector 

C. Einstein Analytics Connector for Excel 

D. Recipes 

E. Analytics REST API 

Correct Answer: ABD 
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